SPECIFICATION

Minimum Specification for Purchase of ICT Equipment

1. **Procurement of Core i5 latest gen notebook computers and accessories – 17 Nos.**

- **Processor** Core i5 Latest gen
- **Ram** 8GB
- **Hard disk** 512 GB SSD
- **Screen** Either 14 or 13.3inch (Full HD)
- **Weight** Should be under 1.6kg
- **Security** TPM chip for bitlocker support
- **OS** Genuine Windows 10 pro 64bit
- **Warranty** 3yr international warranty
- **Battery** Please check if the supplier can provide a warranty for the battery

**Accessories List**
- 22 inch Led monitor (fully adjustable)
- Port replicator/ Docking station
- Keyboard and mouse
- UPS 650VA